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Healthcare's Most Robust & Widely Adopted 
Secure Messaging Solution

• Convenient, e�cient, text-based communication

• Photos, videos, and file attachments

• Secure, HITRUST-Certified, and HIPAA-Compliant

Clinical Collaboration Platform
Standard

 

Reliable, easy-to-use communications 
built for healthcare
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The TigerConnect Clinical Collaboration Platform – Standard edition is 
an easy-to-use messaging app for smartphones and workstations, 
improving care team communication and collaboration while 
achieving HIPAA-compliance.

The solution is cloud-native with 99.99% uptime reliability, enabling 
you to communicate safely and securely with colleagues at the point 
of care from your smartphone, tablet, or desktop.

Secure Text Messaging

HIPAA-compliant and HITRUST-certified, it lets clinicians and care 
teams communicate securely via encrypted text messages from 
anywhere at any time.

Full Administrative Control

The Standard edition lets administrators manage users, settings, and 
security policies through a comprehensive console. Quickly onboard 
users individually, by CSV upload, or through LDAP/Active Directory, 
and immediately revoke access for lost or stolen devices.

Enhance Essentials with Premium Features

Enhance your messaging experience with premium add-on features 
such as Message Archiving, Click-to-Call, answering service or pager 
integration, and Premium Support.



Click-to-Call

Initiate calls to colleagues with a 
single tap

Quick Reply

Save time with custom, pre-typed 
messages for common inquiries

Auto Forward

Auto-forward messages to other colleagues 
when in Do Not Disturb mode

Forums

Have ongoing discussions with 
colleagues on specific topics

Delivery Confirmation

Instantly see when messages have 
been sent, delivered, and read

Message Lifespan

Limit time that messages remain 
accessible before automatic deletion

Message Recall

Recall a message and attachment 
before or after it has been read

Group Messaging

Create groups to improve workflow 
collaboration with read confirmation
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TigerConnect Clinical Collaboration Platform – Standard o�ers:

Secure messages remain
private with end-to-end, 
full encryption

Broadcast messages to 
the organization keep sta�
and departments informed 
and alignedPriority messages 

stay highlighted and 
o�er a unique alert for 
instant di�erentiation

As healthcare’s most widely adopted communication platform, TigerConnect uniquely combines clinical collaboration, 
alarm management, physician scheduling, and patient engagement in a single, easy-to-use, cloud-based solution. 
Trusted by more than 7,000 healthcare organizations, TigerConnect maintains 99.99% verifiable uptime and processes 
more than 10 million messages each day. To learn more about TigerConnect, visit www.tigerconnect.com.
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